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Collapse and failing of postcolonial state (especially in Africa)
measured against global, western
discourses of ideal-typical state
mimicry and good governance.
Discourse takes as evidence of
failure the existence of extreme
poverty, violence, and material
scarcity – based on ideological
assumptions about the liberaldemocratic state, and a large range
of targets and indicators – neutrality,
scientificity ?)
The state in post-colonial Africa has
been construed both at home and
abroad, as a failed institutional and
functional copy of its supposedly
more
established,
historical
model: the modern western state
whose keys to success are firm
territorial
control,
advanced
bureaucratization of state-society
relations, and a monopoly of the
legitimate means of violence
(Weberian sociology).

“State weakness”| Ideal-typical mimicry &
good governance

INTERVENTION AND “FIXING FAILED STATES”
In achieving these landmark characteristics, the strong
western state presumably ensures representation through
democratic rule, provides security to its citizens, and provides
access to welfare, via myriad of public services. Mixture of
ideal-typical components of state domination and functional
imperatives are encapsulated in discourses of good
governance which emphasizes lack of functioning
public services, retreat of the state from public life,
absence of legitimacy and authority.
à Good governance + fragile states, are a policy-initiated
concepts that have served as a vehicle for all sorts of socioeconomic engineering schemes, implemented in places that
still struggle for their institutional and political independence
at the national and international levels à present a danger to
“our way of life” (refugees, conflict, poverty, migrants à
disturbs stability of wealthier counterparts)
à Aim - rectifying a deviant state formation trajectory by
means of externally-driven peacebuilding and statebuilding
intervention that focuses on respect for the rule of law
(justice reforms), border and national territorial control (DDR
& SSR), privatization and SAP policies (WB + IMF), the
creation of a productive, law-abiding citizenry (povertyreduction programmes; justice system reform), and
bureaucratized state-society relations (administrative reforms)
among other things.

Critique of SF: ahistorical analysis, state is a
“finished product”; linear and deterministic
concept (observers implicitly and falsely
assume that in the long run all states will
converge towards a model of Western liberal
democracy, entrenched in colonial/western
narratives
about
order-making,
functional/institutional
approach
that
ignores other sites where statehood
continues to emerge
Absences of what? Discourse that is
focused on the absences of western, modern
state attributes rather than on what, where,
who is “the state” and what does the
state actually do ? Slowly loosing analytical
leverage even though still relevant in policy
circles (shift from failure to fragility = more
nuanced account) & State-sanctioned
biopolitics, social-engineering – public
infrastructure + services. Confluence
between int’l policy narratives and local
renditions of immediate experiences ?
Appropriation as resistance .
Dichotomizing the “West” & the “NonWest” – Helpful?

Mboka Ebebi | State Absences

Blending the micro/macro levels, Accounting for
multiplicity
Important question - how weak states, which lack both legitimacy and authority among its citizenry continue to survive?
1)Int’l law and int’l system of state sovereignty ; 2) Systems of predatory governance, 3) Hybrid and real governance/negotiated
statehood.
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Main argument:
Accounting for the heterogenous dynamics of governance - both empirically and theoretically – can reveal the multiple sites where
statehood continues to emerge as a strong force flowing through and above society. Argue that the state doesn’t survive merely thanks to

a plethora of parasitic state agents and victimized urban residents; it also continues to thrive because individuals entertain connections,
practices and collective imaginaries that can potentially relegitimize the state at both the micro and macro level: “State is me, you,
all of us”.

Proposes to conceptualize the [Congolese] state as a political phenomenon and artefact composed, revived and consolidated through
the relationship between 1) ordinary actors (street-level bureaucrats + city-dwellers), in 2) everyday situations (mundane, routinized
interactions), who connect and relate to 3) their broader environment (historical traces, high-level politics, world economics/politics)

The Ambiguities of Statehood
& Classical State Theory
1) State theoreticians have long established statehood is a complex historically
grounded process that is difficult to grasp, to study and to capture empirically. E.g Lund
posits African state authorities may ‘wax and wane’ mainly because ‘state institutions are
never definitively formed’, the state is a work in progress à see ‘states at work’
(Bierschenk & Olivier de Sardan) for instance, that looks both at the ‘real, daily workings’
of the state – on the ground – and at how the state is also under construction, a “building
site”. Account for pre-colonial politics and colonial legacies including racialized
inequalities, the prevalence of (political) violence, and colonial state weakness.
à Denaturalize statehood
2) ‘State-in-society’ (see Migdal, 2001) : states are not extraneous to society, even though
it does give the impression that is a unitary entity, by gaining autonomous power, that
stands above society. Instead: state deeply entrenched within social forces. Deconstructing
and understanding state-society relations should then be the object of research and state
theorizing à move away from institutional/formal accounts of the state “to focus on
sociological reading of multiple ‘power poles’” and actors (bearing divergent interests).
Interesting to seek out then, not why state gains autonomous power from society, but
rather how the “fictitious” separation between state and society, comes to be
enacted upon and believed in (Mitchell, 1991).
à Ambiguity of its dominating status, dependency and co-mutuality.
à This implies in turn, that the state isn’t just made up of institutions, materiality and
people: it also involves imaginaries.

3) Imaginaries: “states are not only the product and realm of
bureaucrats, policies and institutions, but also of imageries, symbols
and discourses” (cf. Bourdieu). Routinized state practices +
ordinary citizens imagine – ideas + images – the state in their
daily life, by experiencing what it does, what it’s not doing, and
reflecting upon what it should be doing based on global circulation
of the state form and the state idea (History, IR, globalization etc).
Metaphysical characteristic of the state – Abrams : “Difficulty of
studying the state” since it is both concrete & ideational, both real
and impalpable. In Marxism : state illusion.
4) Institutionalized legitimacy of state power: how do we move
from mere power to domination (Weber) ? What happens during this
process? Look at these processes through an empirical analysis of
bottom-up practices and the cognitive and practical mechanisms
underlying collective obedience – la “soumission doxique” (Bourdieu)
- to state authority.
Remarkably absent is explicit engagement with the everyday, the
“mundane matters”, & object-oriented ontology.
à Interpretative approach to processes of state construction and
deconstruction that uses these conceptual premises that enable us to
grasp the state “in action” via an empirically-grounded analysis that
carves out space to see both the fractures/failures and
maintenance/production dynamics underlying statehood.
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Actors: variety of
individuals (here,
neighborhood chiefs and ordinary citizens)
who often nurture competing agendas, but
entertain thick relationships on daily basis.
Everyday: the realm of routinized activities,
the time-space sites where actors and
practices can be captured.
Socio-material practices: interactions are
not just social, human to human, they are
mediated, influenced and supported by one’s
material environment
Collective imaginaries: the manner in which
individuals form, intentionally or nor, their
views on the image of the state.
State effects: state derives from the
techniques that enable mundane material
practices to take on the appearance of an
abstract, nonmaterial form (state-society
distinction, autonomous power, domination)

II. DISTANCIATION
In context of inequality, material scarcity and crisis of
legitimacy, street-level bureaucrats and ordinary citizens
entertain a solid network of interactions which generate
two sets of local governance practices (instances, not
exhaustive) :
1) Surveilling, counting, reporting
2) Formalism
This in turn, recreates physical and social distantiation
between state agents and citizens, who most often than not,
continue adhere to these sets of activities and rituals for
various reasons: ordering, security, striving for normalcy
and predictability. Also ways to demand accountability.
à Continued bureaucratization of state-society relations;
assumes the traditional attributes and prerogatives of state
authority and naturalizes its existence, even if these actions
are disciplinary and controlling.

III. Humanization
Paradoxically, fine-grained analysis of everyday practices
point to patterns of bringing the state ever closer to
society:
Mediation/problem-solving mechanisms
Settling issues/Finding compromise
“Humanization” effect gives a relatable, familiar face to
an otherwise abstract entity and embeds state legitimacy
in society and societal issues through ensuring relatively
peaceful coexistence and close-knit social fabric reaffirming the role of its agents in crafting and
maneuvering its public authority.
à Personal, intimate relationships don’t necessarily lead
to the privatization of state functions and assets.
àStudy of local governance illustrates how the
trans/formation processes of statehood are constantly
generated around a tension between distantiation from
and embeddedness in society, a tension directly
connected to the struggles of classical state theory over
conceptualizing and understanding ‘the state’, outside of
the African continent.

Beyond the Text: A ‘State Ecosystem’
Framework that allows us to account for both the specificities of a
local context and to provide concrete theoretical and analytical
linkages to the broader, macro-levels of analysis.
The ambiguous ontological status of the state is not an obstacle to
understanding statehood, but an opportunity to explain how states
might be simultaneously weakened and yet particularly ‘sticky’.
Shows how this intensely micro-level work comes to support &
relegitimize macro-level state institutions.
Concept of ecosystem also enables to account for deep structures,
more than more than assemblage thinking would.

THINKING FURTHER …
What are the potential implications of these
practices of local governance for international
intervention schemes?
What might be the place and role of colonial traces
and legacies within
these practices of real
governance?
As a hegemonic system of domination, it possible to
get rid of the state? Should we get rid of the state
and work towards other types of social
organization?

